
third-I N S P E C

Litigation Will End,

The statement that best describes the

future of the exterior insulation and fin-

ish systems industry is, “a peace of

mind.” There is no question that EIFS

manufacturers and their products have

been under the microscope of the build-

ing community for quite some time.

With many EIFS manufacturers being

slapped with lawsuits claiming their

product was at fault for water-intrusion

damage, cracking at joints and windows,

etc., it comes as no surprise that, in order

for the industry to survive, builders need

assurance that they are using a quality

product whose beauty, integrity and

durability will be evident for many years.

This peace of mind is being delivered

via third-party inspections. The basis of

these inspections is to ensure quality

control and proper application of the

EIFS product. In Chicago in Novem-

ber, a third-parry inspection certifica-

tion program was held to educate, train

and certify individuals in promoting

quality control within the EIFS indus-

try. Approximately 70 people, consist-

ing of EIFS distributors, applicators,

architects and building inspectors, were

certified after completing a compre-

hensive course and passing an exam

which covered information involving

all aspects of EIF systems.
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-party
Education Will Continue

T I O N S

Being certified, these inspectors have

the knowledge and the education to

evaluate finished EIFS projects, making

sure that the project meets all of the

manufacturers’ specifications. Training

sessions included learning the history

and types of EIF systems, system com-

ponents, moisture analysis, model codes

and testing, as well as learning to evalu-

ate and identify the proper and improp-

er installation of finished EIF systems.

TESTIMONIALS
ABOUND

Doug Creed, chairman of the Board of

Governors of the Exterior Design Insti-

tute, whose non-profit organization

conducted this conference, said that

this third-party inspection is the key to

success for the EIFS industry in the

next few years.

“A third-party inspection ensures quality

regardless of whose material is used,”

Creed said. “Being trained in a legiti-
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mate format, through a comprehensive

class and exam, these certified inspectors

can make an accurate inspection.”

Many major code and standards bodies

either already require or will begin to

require these third-party inspections. It

is important for us to this about the

impact these inspections will have on

the EIFS industry. Third-party inspec-

tions simply allow the manufacturers to

stay out of litigation, and it gives them

a solid base to back up their product via

warranties.

When an EIF system is property

installed, the system is not suspect to

water intrusion or other failures that

have become synonymous with EIFS.

A manufacturers’ guarantee, assuring

that the product will stand the test of

time and natural elements, is the best

route for the industry to take to grow

and prosper in the future.

“Given the particular arena EIFS finds

itselfin, the third-party inspection serves

as validation to the product,” said

Stephan Klamke, executive director of

EIFS Industry Members Association

and speaker at the Chicago EDI certifi-

cation seminar. “With EIFS being a

multiple wall assembly with multiple

wall products, it is important for some

type of continuity to be available.”

OTHERS AGREE

It is not just manufacturers that see the

importance of third-party inspections.

Builders, contractors and EIFS applica-

tors are also in agreement that those

who install and oversee the installation

of EIFS should be evaluated in their

installation of the product.

“If you put a third-party inspector on

the job, you eliminate 90 percent to 95

percent of the problems associated with

EIFS. These inspections are the life and

death of the system in regard to being

properly installed,” said Spiderman
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Mulholland, a moisture intrusion spe-

cialist and certified waterproofer in

Pensacola, Fla.

He says that the entire wall is under

investigation, and all aspects of the wall

system must be up to par. Products

can’t compensate for the shortcomings

or failure of another product. All parts

of the wall must meet manufacturers’

specification and be installed properly

for the system to ultimately be effective.

Austin Scallion III, who owns a con-

struction company and was certified as

a third-party inspector at the seminar,

said, “This concept of third-party in-

spections is necessary to ensure the life

of EIFS, if they continue to be used as

a cladding for buildings. People who

are doing substandard work either need cations or they need to get out of the

to up their standards and meet specifi- industry Failure in a wall system can be
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linked to a contractor or applicator, but

more times than not, system failure can

be linked to honest mistakes or lack of

knowledge of the EIFS product.”

Charles Dellefontaine, a Chicago area

home inspector, said, “The honest mis-

takes of contractors and their workers

can be construed by the buyer as cut-

ting corners on construction. Third-

party inspectors will remove accusa-

tions of conflict of interest.”

EDUCATE THE
INDUSTRY

As third-party inspections continue to

educate the building community, the

quality of EIFS applications will

improve.

“When EIF systems are better under-

stood through inspections, the industry

will benefit due to the reduction of fail-

ures and call-backs,” said Bob Kudder,

a Chicago-area engineer. I see EIFS

third-party inspections becoming just

like the practice of testing reinforcing

beams and concrete. Eventually no one

will even think twice about it. It will

soon be integrated into the building

process and find its way into codes.”

The main objective of a third-party

inspection’ is to make sure that manu-

facturers’ specifications are being met

with the proper materials, which, in

turn, will produce a high quality fin-

ished product that will be effective for

years to come.

This is what building owners want to

hear. They want to know that they have

purchased a quality wall. Building

owners do not want excuses; they want

results. For EIFS to deliver these

results, the wall system must be cor-

rectly installed. Third-party inspections

are definitely a way to ensure these

desired results and, most importantly, a

“peace of mind.”
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